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This is a pictorial repr. 3entation of the MSFC silicon gate, silicon
on sapphire standard cell library (for wire bond) revision B dated
July 22, 1974. The cells are intended for use with the PR2D program.
They were designed by RCA or MSFC as indicated in the cell listing
below. Each major grid line represents 1 mil on the chip, minor
grid lines represent 0. 5, 0. 2, or 0. 1 mil. One major grid line pair
extends beyond the frame, thus pinpointing the location of the cell
reference point. Each cell is identified by the technology code "N"
and its cell number. The level is indicated below each frame. If
no geometry is required on a particular level, the level picture is not
shown (dummy levels). Some cells require identical geometries on
two or more levels. In this case the geometry is shown only once.
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